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ASI brings 
election to UU
Coral Snyder
MUSTANG DAILY
Associated Students Inc. brought students together Tuesday in an ef­fort to inform them about the up­coming presidential election and local and national politics as part of Kock the Vote 2008 in the Univer­sity Union Plaza.“Students need to get involved in politics because it’s our future that is involved with decisions that will be made,” said Dennis Esselsag- oe, a public policy graduate student and secretary of legislative affairs for ASI.Debbie Arnold, a candidate for the 5th District County Supervisor seat for San Luis Obispo County, spoke, along with a representative for Barack Obama.There were also representatives from the Cal Poly College Repub­licans and members of the Cal Poly chapter of the Students for Ron
Paul.ASI had a tent set up where stu­dents had the opportunity to regis­ter to vote.Their goal was to register 1,()()() students by primary election time. Before Tuesday’s event, ASI officials estimated they had already passed the halfway mark, having al­ready registered more than 550 stu­dents.“Make an informed vote. ASI doesn’t take sides and that is why we asked representatives from both sides to be here,” said Nicole Strom- sness, civil engineering senior and University Union Advisory Board member.Walter Heath, the representative for Obama, spoke about Obama’s policies and beliefs, why he is the right choice for students and how he can relate to them personally as a candidate.“There’s a need for a generation- 
see Vote, page 2
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BRYAN BEILKE MUSTANG DAILYBooths were set up in the University Union Plaza Tuesday in an attempt to 
get students to learn about the presidential election and register to vote.
Poly hosts political powwow
i  H  ‘ I
Mill
R o m n c v
GREG SMITH m u st a n g  d ailyTop Republican candidates Fred Thompson, Rudy Giuliani, Mitt Romney, John McCain,
Mike Huckabee and Ron Paul were represented at a debate hosted by the Cal Poly College Re­
publicans Tuesday night in preparation for the Feb. 5 California presidential primary election.
Governor switches positions, 
backs law changing term  limits
Steve Lawrence
a sso c ia t e d  p r e s s
SACRAMENTO — In a surprising move. Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger endorsed Prop­osition 93 on Monday, despite earlier state­ments that he would not support a change in legislators’ term limits unless it was linked to a redistncting measure.“Proposition 93 is good public policy, irre­spective of redistricting, and on its own it will go a long w.iy toward improving the quality of state government in California,” Schwarzeneg­ger said in an op-ed piece scheduled to be published Tuesday in the Los Angeles Times.Proposition 93 opponents accused the Re­publican governor of caving in to pressure
from Democratic legislative leaders as part of a backroom deal that would allow Schwarzeneg­ger to generate support for his $14 billion healthcare reform plan. Proposition 93 is on the Feb. 5 ballot.“It is a sign of the dysfunctionality of the legislature that it’s self-serving leadership has held the governor hostage on health care is­sues so that it may leverage him into helping them remain in power by loosening term lim­its,” said Kevin Spillane, a spokesman for the no-on-93 campaign.A spokeswoman for Schwarzenegger, Julie Soderlund, called Spillane’s comments “point­less rhetoric” and said the governor was en­dorsing the ballot measure “so the people of
see Limits, page 2
Society of Women 
Engineers works 
on Disney coasters
Mica V incent
MUSTANG DAILY
Several roller coasters at Disneyland just got a little bit smoother, thanks to Cal Poly’s Society of Women Engineers (SWE).A team of roughly 24 SWE students recently took home first place and $5,000 at the national Boeing Team Tech Competition by designing a very useful tool for the world-famous amusement park.The device, called a chassis, consists of a sen­sor that travels along a roller coaster track in a cart, measuring depth variation of the welds. The results are then printed out in graph form, showing all the points that need smoothing.The smoother the welds are, the more comfortable the ride is.“ It was really interesting to see everyone’s per­spectives come together,” said general engineering graduate student Emily Hakun, who co-directed the project along with mechanical engineering senior Amber Iraeta.Sponsored by the Boeing Company and held last October in Nashville, Tenn., the competition called for SWE students to choose a company in need of a new product or product redesign.“We worked with Disney two years ago and it was a good experience,” Hakun said. She added that creating a successful product this year was more im­portant than placing well in the competition.Another requirement of the contest was that the device had to be configured to work on three sep­arate rides (the names of which Disney requested not be released). This was a difficult task, Iraeta ex­plained, because “each ride is unique and we had to adjust the device accordingly to fit on each track dimension.”Before the creation of this device, welders had limited and somewhat inaccurate tools to check their work while building or repairing rides. Engineers would then have to be called after construction was complete to inspect welds.According to both co-directors o f the project,
see Competition, page 2
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Competition
continued from page 1
that was not a cost-etTcctivc or easy way to ensure weld smoothness.Instead, the welder can now use the device while constructing tracks.The competition was a yearlong process, giv­ing team members time to design, construct, find compatible software and test the device. Along the way, they received direct feedback from Disney engineers, an aspect that some considered a privi­lege.“ It was an amazing experience to see profes­sional engineers critique our design,” said biore- source/agricultural engineering and business se­nior Cdaire Miller.“The Team Tech Competition is just a great design experience and 1 would recommend it to any engineer or anyone interested in engineering,” Iraeta said. “T he biggest thing for me was being able to work on the interdisciplinary team and see­ing how each major contributed to the project.”Miller will co-direct next year’s project with mechanical engineering junior Katie Gage. This time, the SWE will team up with Stryker, a medi­cal technology company. They will attempt to re­design their mechanical shaver system, which is used in closed surgeries to remove e.xcess matter from joints, like bone, cartilage and soft tissue.“We have a pretty awesome project and a really motivated team,” Miller said.The SWE has placed first or second in the Team Tech C'ompetition every year since 2002.
Limits
continued from page /
C'alifornia see more productivity out of Sacramento and less screaming.”The endorsement follows the Assem­bly’s approval last month of a health care expansion supported by Schwarzenegger and Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez, 1)- Los Angeles. The measure is awaiting ac­tion in the Senate.Currently, lawmakers can serve up to three two-year terms in the Assembly and two four-year terms in the Senate.Proposition 93 would reduce the maximum number of years someone could serve from 14 years to 12 m most instances but allow all 12 years to be served in one house.It also would allow three dozen law­makers who otherwise would be termed out of office this year to run for re-elec­tion. They include Nunez, Senate Presi­dent Pro Tern Don Perata, D-Oakland, and Senate Minority Leader Dick Ack­erman, R-Tustin.The measure’s supporters say it would end the experience drain and musical- chairs atmosphere that exists m the Capi­tol, as nearly a third of the Legislature is termed out every two years and lame- duck legislators maneuver to run for new offices.But opponents say it’s a deceptive pro­
posal that is intended to mislead voters into thinking they are shortening term limits when they’re actually increasing the amount of time most current law­makers would spend m the Legislature.Schwarzenegger has not previously taken a position on Proposition 93, but he has said several times that he wanted a change in term limits linked to a measure that would strip lawmakers of the power to redraw their own legislative districts after each national census.Last February, Schwarzenegger said he would not support a term limits measure if It was on the ballot without an accom­panying redistricting proposal:“Part of (a political reform package) could be term limits. But just to be out there by itself, 1 don’t support that,” he said then.Schwarzenegger attempted to con­vince voters in 2005 to give that pow­er to a commission made up of retired judges, saying it was a conflict of interest for lawmakers to draw their own districts. But voters soundly rejected the proposal. Proposition 77.After the election, Nunez and Perata promised to seek redistricting reform but never followed through.“We need redistricting reform to make the political system more competi­tive and more representative of the citi­zens of California,” Schwarzenegger said in the op-ed piece. “We need campaign finance reform to limit the influence of
money in politics, and it is time to re­form legislative term limits.”He said the current term limits don’t give legislators the “time they need to reach their full potential as public ser­vants. Just as they get seasoned in one house, they know their time is beginning to run out and they must start position­ing themselves to run for a new office,” he added.“Imagine what would happen if we told a big city police chief or sheriff that he could st,iy in the job just long enough to start mastering it and then had to move on. Or if we told teachers they had to switch careers just as they started to accumulate enough experience and wisdom to really connect with their stu­dents.”He also said the current term limits make lawmakers too dependent on spe­cial interests and political parties.Gale Kaufman, chief strategist for the yes-on-93 campaign, applauded the gov­ernor for endorsing the measure. She said he was “m the perfect position to under­stand the need to have the most expe­rienced, effective legislators helping him lead California.”Ron Nehring, chairman of the Cali­fornia Republican Party, wJiich voted to oppose Proposition 93 at its con­vention last year, declined to comment on Schwarzenegger’s piece because he hadn’t read it.
Four studios cancel TV writers deals, 
giving up on the season in progress
A SSiXU n 11 PRFSS
Four major studios have canceled dozens of writers’ contracts in a possible concession that the curmnt televi­sion sea.son cannot be saved, the Los Angeles Times re­ported Tuesday.The move means the 2-month-old writers’ strike may .ilso enciinger next season’s new shows, the Times said.januars’ is usually the beginning of pilot season, when networks order new scripted shows. But the strike leaves networks without a pool of comedy and drama scripts tfom which to choose.20th CTMiturv Fox Television, CTfS Paramount Net­
work Television, NBC' Universal and Warner Bms. Tele­vision told the Times they have terminated develop­ment and production agreements. Studios typically pay $5(H),(KK) to $2 million a year per writer for them and their staffs to develop new show concepts.“1 didn’t see it coming,” Barbara Hall, a writer and producer whose credits include former CBS series “Joan of Arcadia” and “Judging Amy,” told the Times, which said ABC' executives gave her the news Friday.“! am not entirely sure what their strategy is; all 1 know was that I was a casualty of it.”The newspaper said more than 65 deals with writers have been eliminated since FritLiy.
Vote
f New Year’s Resolution
OF THE WEEK. S
continued from page I
al change in this country. He’s got a lot of heart and I think young people can relate to that,” Heath said.Arnold spoke on the impor­tance of voting as well as her per­sonal goals and beliefs.Arnold worked for Assembly- man Sam Blakeslee’s office and was a legislative assistant for for­mer county supervisor Mike Ryan for five years.“I just wanted to introduce myself to students on campus and make myself available to hear their issues and let thejn know that their needs are important to me,” Ar­nold said.She said it is important for stu­dents to take an active role politi­cally and vote.“Students need to vote because this is your future at stake.” Arnold said. “ It’s your government and you have to live with the rules and policy that are made.”
Members of Ron Paul’s support group were present in the Univer­sity Union, dispensing informa­tion about the candidate.“I’d like to get his name rec­ognized because 1 think his issues would be popular among Cal Poly students, but many people just don’t know his name,” said Ste­phen Murphy, mechanical engi­neering junior and creator of the Cal Poly chapter of Students for Ron Paul.Murphy explained that Paul is a Republican candidate who has been against the Iraq war since the beginning.Many students at Cal Poly re­late to this view and share similar beliefs, he said.“ It’s important for students to be aware of the issues because it definitely affects them and right now it seems like there is too much apathy,” Murphy said.Fsselsagoe echoed that state­ment and said. “We need to take charge of our future and stop let­ting other people decide issues for us.”
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AFFILIATED ENGINEERS. INC.
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
AIR SYSTEMS INC.
ALCON LABORATORIES. INC. 
AMAZON.COM
AMERICAN GENERAL MEDIA 
AMGEN, INC.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 
ARCHER WESTERN CONTRACTORS, LTD. 
BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
CALIF DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
CALIX NETWORKS 
CDM TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
CHEVRON CORPORATION 
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L. A. COUNTY DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS 
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NAVAIR WEAPONS DIVISION
NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
NAVSEA PORT HUENEME
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORPORATION
OLSSON ASSOCIATES
PALM, INC.
PARSONS '
PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP 
PRATT WHITNEY ROCKETDYNE 
PROGRESSIVE INSURANCE 
PROTIVm  
RAIN FOR RENT 
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION 
SANDISK CORPORATION 
SANTA BARBARA, COUNTY OF 
SCHLUMBERGER
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
SIEMENS POWER GENERATION
SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
TARGET DISTRIBUTION
TARGET STORES
TEACH FOR AMERICA
TOYON RESEARCH CORPORATION
TOYOTA ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING
TYCO ELECTRONICS
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
US AIR CONDITIONING DISTRIBUTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
WEST VALLEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
WINZLER & KELLY CONSULTING ENGINEERS
WOLSELEY'S NORTH AMERICA DIVISION
WORLD MINERALS, INC.
WORLEYPARSONS 
XILINX 
YAHOO! INC.
ADP
ALFA TECH CAMBRIDGE GROUP 
APPLE, INC.
APPLIED SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY 
AUSTIN COMPANY (THE)
BAE SYSTEMS
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BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
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CALTRANS
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CARLILE MACY 
CHICAGO TRADING COMPANY 
CLASSIC PARTY RENTALS 
CNET NETWORKS
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DREAMWORKS ANIMATION 
DREYERS GRAND ICE CREAM 
ENTERPRISE
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MGT 
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FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP 
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GARMIN INTERNATIONAL. INC.
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GILEAD SCIENCES, INC.
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INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS, INC. 
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UW RENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LAB
LIGHTRIVER TECHNOLOGIES 
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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MICROSOFT
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NUMATIC ENGINEERING 
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PARKER AEROSPACE 
PRESTON PIPELINES. INC.
QUAD GRAPHICS 
RADIX TECHNOLOGIES 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
REHRIG PACIFIC COMPANY 
SAFEWAY, INC.
SALESFORCE.COM
SANTA CRUZ BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC.
SHAW INDUSTRIES 
SONY ELECTRONICS
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
TDC MEDICAL 
TERADYNE 
TRANE COMPANY 
TRIAGE CONSULTING GROUP 
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES 
VIASAT, INC.
VOLVO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT & SERV.
WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
WALSH VINEYARDS MANAGEMENT
WALT DISNEY IMAGINEERING
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL
WELLS FARGO INTERNET SERVICES GROUP
ZURICH AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
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“H o w  im p o r ta n t  do  y o u  
fe e l y o u r v o te  is ? ”
Compiled and photographed by Cary Conrady
“As important as electing 
an idiot into power.”
—  Brig ida Rangel, 
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“It’s im portant. Trust me. 
I’m a poli sci major.”
—  Jon Crem e, 
p o litica l sc ie n ce  sen io r
Ì
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“Not that important. I 
think the electoral college 
system is outdated."
—  L isa  Burgnon, 
ethn ic stud ies freshm an
“I ’d like to think it ’s im­
portant, but in all reality, 
I don’t  think it m akes  
much of a difference."
—  M eagan Gonzaga, 
jo u rna lism  freshm an Î
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o  p o d c a s ts
•  send le tte rs  to  th e  e d ito r
•  p o s t s to r y  c o m m e n ts
celebritynews
Woman o f the year?Pans Hilton is heading to Har­vard.The 26-year-old actres.s-socialite has been named Harvard Lampoon’s “Woman of the Year,’’ the comedy nragazine said Tuesday.She will visit Harvard on Feb. 6 to accept her award, said Regent Releas­ing, the compatiy that’s distributing her new comedy, “The Hottie & the Nottie.”Hilton, whose body of work in­cludes “House ofWa.x’’ and TV’s “The Simple Life,’’ stars as the attractive best friend to an ugly duckling in the new comedy, slated for release Feb. 8. (AF) Paris Hilton
A norm al baby name. What?Christina Aguilera has given birth to a boy, the pop singer announced on her Web site Sunday.“Christina Aguilera and Jordan Bratman are proud to announce the birth of their son Max Lirón Bratman,” the brief message said. “He is a beautiful, healthy baby boy.”The baby was born Saturday night and weighs 6 pounds, 2 ounces. Aguilera, 27, was “resting and doing well,” according to the message on her Web site, www. christinaaguilera.com.Aguilera said that Saturday was “a very joyful and spe­cial day for Jordan and I.” (AF)
Neighboriy dispute •Humorist Garrison Keillor and his wife have filed a lawsuit intended to stop their next-door neighbor from building a two-story addition they say would block their access to light and air.The lawsuit was filed Monday in Ramsey County Dis­trict Court by Keillor, the host of “A Prairie Home Com­panion” and creator of fictional Lake Wobegon, and his wife,Jenny Lind Nilsson.They want neighbor Lori Anderson to stop building the l,9(X)-square-foot addition to the home she has owned since 1999. She lives there witli fiance Paul Olson.OLson said he and Anderson were vacationing in New Zealand Nov. 29 when they got an e-mail from Keillor accusing them of building a carriage house. He said they ended their vacation early and returned home, hoping to
talk to Keillor and Nilsson to work things out. (AF)
Richie baby’s good appetiteJoel Madden says his newborn daughter with Nicole Richie has a healthy appetite.“She looks so much like her mom it’s crazy! She eats like a little mani­ac and she’s really sweet,” the Good Charlotte rocker gushes in a post on his DCMA Collective Web site under the heading,“It’s a Girl!!!!!”Harlow Winter Kate Madden was born Friday in Los Angeles, weigh­ing 6 pounds, 7 ounces. She is the first child for Madden, 28, and Richie, 26. The couple began dating in late
2(X)6.“She barely even cries, even when daddy is changing her diaper,” Madden says. (AF)
She’s taking over the worldOprah Winfrey is getting her own TV network. Discovery Communications and Winfrey announced a deal Tuesday where the Discovery Health network will be turned over to Winfrey next year, becoming OWN — the Oprah Winfrey Network.The cash-free transaction involved Winfrey turning over her Web site to Discovery, while the communications company makes her chairman of the network, which is currently seen in 68 million homes, said David Zaslav, Dis­covery Communications chief. (AF)
Died too earlyActor Brad Renfro, whose carti» began jwomisingly with a childhood role in “The Qient” bnt laqpidly faded as he struggled with drug; and alo^ok win Ibifleid dead Tuesday in his home. He was 25.Paramedics pronounced him dead at 9 aJH.(98id Craig Harvey, chief investigator for the Los Angdk* Coisility cor­oner’s office. The cause of death was not iaiimeiititely de­termined, Harvey said, but an autopsy could be conducted as early as Wednesday.Renfro had reportedly been drinking with friends the evening before his death, Harvey said. (AP^
Briefs
State
LAKE FO REST (AP) — Awhale skull that lay undisturbed for millions of years faces a new threat: bureaucracy.Some fossil experts are wor­ried that the skull could be washed away by a storm or dam­aged by vandals before the gov­ernment paperwork to allow its excavation is completed.Daryll Hansen, an amateur paleontologist, discovered in September 2(K)6 that a lump of grayish rock in the bed of Aliso Creek was a 5-foot-long baleen whale skull.It is rare to find an entire whale skull intact, said Lisa Babi- lonia. Orange County’s paleon­tologist. • • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —The striking Hollywood writers guild likely will bar its members from working on next month’s Grammy Awards telecast, a union spokesman said Tuesday.(irammy organizers have not yet asked for a waiver allowing writers to work on the show.However, “if a waiver is re­quested for the Grammys, it is unlikely to be granted,” Writ­ers Ciuild of America spokesman Ciregg Mitchell said in a state­ment.The Recording Academy said it did not have an immediate comment.
National International
JACKSONVILLE, N.C. (AP) — A 20-year-old pregnant Marine who disappeared in De­cember died from a head injury, authorities said Tuesday, formally rejecting claims by the key suspect in her death that she committed suicide.Dr. Charles Garrett, the Onslow County medical examiner, said Lance Cpl. Maria Lauterbach, who was eight months pregnant when she vanished, died from “traumat­ic head injury due to blunt force trauma.”Authorities recovered her burned remains, along with those of her child, over the weekend from a fire pit in the backyard of Marine Cpl. Cesar Armando Lau- rean, a fellow personnel clerk at Camp Lejeune whom she had ac­cused of rape. • • •
CHICAGO (AP) — Neigh­bors live five miles apart in north­ern Illinois’ Boone County, but they come running when called.The rare winter tornado that cut a 13-mile path of destruction, lev­eling houses and derailing a freight train, spared dairy farmer Brenda Kastning and her family. But its 140-mph winds ripped apart their b.arn, which held 16 calves.It turned out the calves were fine, but the destroyed barn left Kastning with nowhere to put the part of the herd that lived in it.
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)— The Taliban said Tuesday that its suicide bombers would attack restaurants where Westerners eat in Kabul, an ominous new threat that forced American and European workers to restrict outings in the Afghan capital.The country’s intelligence chief linked Monday’s deadly attack on the Serena Hotel — a well-guard­ed, high-profile property in Kabul frequented by Westerners — to a Fakistani militant. Afghan officials arrested four people, and said they included one of the three attack­ers, who was disguised in a policeuniform for the assault.• • •
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Saudi Arabia will raise oil production only when the mar­ket justifies it, the kingdom’s oil minister said Tuesday, in response to Fresident Bush’s request that C')FEC nations increase output to reduce world oil prices.“Our interest is to keep oil sup­plies matching demand with mini­mum volatility in the oil market," Oil Minister Ali Naimi told re­porters. “We will raise production when the market justifies it.This is our policy.”Naimi said inventory' levels ap­pear to be “normal,” adding, “we want the inventories to be health­ful, but we don’t want it to be c*x- tremely high or extremely low.”
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Ml SI W i  DAin
1 ho band's uiantra,"’rigcr Army Never 1 )ie,” couldn’t be more fitting. With a rocky history that would have meant the end ot less-determined groups, (lalitornia’s Tiger Army has persevered and is once again bring­ing their own unique brand of punk rock to San Luis Obispo.“We always have a good tune when we come to SLO.The downtown IS beautiful, and the crowd is always fun,” vocalist and guitarist Nick 13 said in a phone interview. “We’re definitely looking forward to it."Tor those unfamiliar with the band’s eclectic sound, imagine a mar­riage of ’70s and ’80s punk and rockabilly sprinkled with a dash of country twang, all the while maintaining an atTmity for the macabre. As a three-piece, the band employs a stand-up bass, giving it a vintage sound. Their style is “psychobilly,” as many call it, but updated with a modern twist. Tiger Army has truly carved out a sound all their own.“We’re iiiHuenced by rockabilly, but we’re definitely not a rocka-
^ n i g h t )
billy band,” said Nick 13, the only original member remaining since the band’s inception more than 10 years ago. “There’s elements of dark pop and British ’80s stuff like The CTire,The Smiths and post-punk like Joy Division. We draw from all kinds of things.”Haunting lyrics are delivered via Nick 13’s soaring croon — some­times soothing and melodic, other times edgy and abrasive, but always heartfelt and sincere. Nick 13’s poetic lyrics are inspired by classic horror movies, 10th and early-20th century (iothic authors such as Edgar Allen Toe and ITT. Lovecraft as well as certain Japanese authors.“There’s something really lyrical about Japanese literature when it’s translated into English,” Nick 13 said.“ It’s a big inHuence to me.”The band has come a long way since their early days in the E^ ast Bay punk-skateboarding scene, ('oming together in early 1000, they played their first sluiw at the legendary 024 (lilman in Berkeley. The band quickly grabbed the attention of Tim Armstnmg, frontman of the seminal punk band Rancid, who signed the band to his label. Hellcat Records.Despite a few early lineup changes, things were going well and the band enjoyed modest success. By 2003, they had embarked on an 18- month tour across the U.S. and overseas to Japan and Europe.Tragedy struck, however, when drummer Ered Hell was shot four times during a home-invasion robbery. The incident left Hell with a bul­let lodged in his brain. Despite waiting several months for his recovery. Hell was unable to ctintinue with the band.“T hings seemed almost toi> hard to keep going,” Nick 13 said. “But somehow we just st,iyed with it.”A move from the East Bay to Los Angeles and numerous lineup ch.mges later, the band solidified with the addition of Jeff Roffredo on stand-up bass and James Meza on drums. Despite the turbulence, the new lineup has proved to be a blessing for the band.“ I feel like things are really strong right now,” Nick 13 said. “There definitely have been some rocky times, but to use the cliché, ‘every cloud has a silver lining.’”During the past few years, the band has toured relentlessly alongside other punk bands, such as AET and Rancid, playing shows across the United States, Europe and even Australia. The band even landed a spot on the 2004 and 2007 Van’s Warped Tour. With four full-length albums under its belt — the most recent being June 5, 2007’s release of “Music From Regions Beyond,” the band’s most defining w'ork to date — Tiger Army has reached a level of success uncommon in toda\’’s underground music scene.“ It’s a gt)od feeling,” Nick 13 said.“We’ve been doing this for a long time. It seems like each year things get a little better.There are so many people that are really into what we do at this poiii4; it’s a gratifying thing. It seems like our music becomes something important to them.”Indeed, one glance at the band’s MySpace page reveals dozens of devoted fans that have tattooed the band’s roaring tiger-with-bat-wings symbol on themselves in some way or another.“You’ll see people who are into every subculture of rock ‘n’ roll at a Tiger Army show,” Nick 13 said. “People come to us from a lot of dif­ferent backgrounds and styles.”Many fans, including Cal Toly earth science sophomore Kris Oster- loh, are excited for tonight’s performance.“ I’ve already seen them live a few times and they’re frickiiT awe­some,” Osterloh said. “ I’m really looking forward to it.”So what advice does the band have for aspiring musicians?“Most of the people that 1 know who have become successful in music started out just for the love of music. It’s not easy; it takes a lot of hard work and it can take a lot of sacrifice,” Nick 13 said.“Do something that’s true to yourself Whether you’re following a trend or just imitating your inriuences because you love them, you have to find a way to make those inriuences your own and combine them with your own sound. Otherwise, you’re just another tace in the crowd.”And what does the future hold for Tiger Army? The band will be spending most ot 21)08 on the road in support of their new album, but the next album is always in the back tif their minds.“ I’m always looking toward the future. I’m always excited about the next record that hasn’t been written and hasn’t been made. If that feel­ing ever left me, 1 don’t think Td bother to make a record,” Nick 13 said.Be sure to catch T iger Army tonight at 1 )owntown Brewing CÀ). with Revolution Mother and The Dear A Departed. The show starts at 7 p.ni.
COl'KI hSY IMIOU)
Musicians from-the Monterey Jazz 
Festival’s 50th Anniversary Band 
will perform tonight at 8 p.m. in 
the Performing Arts Center.
A ll that jazz
Kory Harbeck
Ml STAMi i)AII Y
Music tans will have a chance to experience a decade’s worth of vibes in an unprecedented tour making a stop on campus tonight. What makes the event even sweeter is a deal benefiting students.The Monterey Jazz Festival’s 50th Anniversary Band will play tonight at 8 p.m. in the Christo­pher Cxihan Center. Tickets are available for $36 to $48, but stu- -dent rush tickets can be purchased at the door for $8.The band is comprised of six accomplished musicians who span the entire spectrum of jazz styles. Saxophonist James Moody, 82, first played in Monterey in 1062 — 17 ye,irs before drummer Kendrick Scott was born.
“ It’s an intergenerational band 
w ho all have sep.irate. success­
ful careers but that enjoy playing 
togeth er and learning from e.ich 
other,” festiwil d irector T im othy  
O n  s.iui.
(h l ie r  m em bers are pi.mist 
Benny C reen , tru m p eter lereiice  
Bl.m chard. b.issfst D errick  I lodge  
.iikI \oc.ilist Nneiin.i 1 reelon. 
Bl .iiuli.irils 2<il>,5 .ilbiinr “ Flow 
w«)ii the Ciramim for "B est J.izz 
.Album' .iiul he li.is o\er .5(1 tiliii 
scores. I lodge li.is worked with  
artists sikTi ,is .Mos D st. I imh.il- 
.md. |ill 8 io tt .ind K .iincW 'est.the  .irtists were i hoseii as much tor then skill .is tor their s.irioiis coiineiturns .md histors with Monterey; ,ill ot the per- tormers ha\e pertorined .it the tesm.il betöre.
"W e  h.id a \er\ short list ot 
people w ho we thought epito­
mized the w.iy we think .ibout 
the w orld, ( .b r  said ."W e want to 
deliver the mess.ige o f  M onterey  
to the country. ”T he Monterey festival is the longest-running jazz festival in the nation and the totir is meant' to p.iy homage to all the styles th.it have made the event so poJT-'' tilar over the years. The annual festival, held the third weekend of September, attracted more than 4l),(K)0 spectators last year.“ The Monterey Jazz festival is wirrld-renow ned for its innovation and spotlight on emerging talent.
see Jazz, page 7
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‘Distortion’ will change your life
w w w .m u stangdaily .n et
The birth of your first child. A new career. The sudden death of your parents in a hydrofoil cra.sh. Some things carry such weight that they cannot help but define your very existence.Events diat carry more significance in my life than the release of a new record tkini The Magnetic Fields can be cata­loged in a short list of exacdy zero items.This enrirely ridiculous fact is exacer­bated by the leisurely pmduction pace allotted by Magnetic Fields mastermind Stephin Merritt. Sure, he’s been busy with like three other bands, sound­track work and those gi>ddamned Volvo commercials, but he should really have some sympathy for those of us with no lives whatsoever. The last hill-length outing, “i,” was an agonizing four years ago!Really, though, the new record is worth the wait. Its appropriate tide, “1 )istortion,” indicates the return of in­credibly noisy, fuzzed-out and feedback-heavy production, which last appeared in ass-kicking stompers like “When My Boy Walks Down the StR*et” back in 1999. Merritt elaborated on the sound in a recent interview, saying he wanted to use consistent instrumentation and evoke the sound of the first Jesus and Mary C'hain record.This noise aesthetic is most fun on the excellent track “Too Drunk To Dream,” which became an instant an­them for my carload of alcoholic friends. Cio ahead and blow out your speakers on this one; it sounds even bet­ter that way. While you’re at it, lose your voice singing along: “Sober, life is a prison/ Shit-faced, it is a blessing/ Sober, nobody wants you/ Shit-faced, they’re all undress­ing.” Merritt’s songwriting certainly hasn’t lost any of its absurd honesty.
Hipster
"ullshit
cov'dfrom
k c p ^
What is a bit different from pa.st re­lease's is the cohesion. I’m not one to balk at Merritt’s propensity for experi­mentation, but the homogeneous pro­duction and instrumentation is a nice change of pace, and these aren’t the only moves toward accessibility. Those of you observant of such things might note that every song is almost exactly three min­utes in duration.Yes, this means exacdy what you think: If ever there was a gateway drug — er, 1 mean olive branch — which could reach everyone not yet in the fold of the Magnetic Fields faithfi.il ... it is “Distortion.” (Some of the new songs are up on the band’s MySpace page, by the way.)But for those of you who are already in the Church of Merritt, don’t worry that this record is in any way re­petitive or shallow. Much diversity is found within the seemingly limited template of the three-minute-orches- tral-noise-pop song. Some of my favorite old MF songs are of the country’ ballad flavor, and the new album is no exception.“Drive on Driver” delivers the beautifully twangy, rocking goodness we’ve come to expect. For the torch songs, such as the excellent “Please Stop Dancing,” Mr. Merritt himself lends his gravelly vocals. And the second track instandy put a smile on my face. After decades of music addressing the subject in a wholly one-sided way, it’s about time the world has a pop song that openly de­clares in its chorus:“! hate California Cirls.”
Jesse Bo IVidmark is an architectural ent’iiieerint’ senior and a business director for KCPR, San Utis (')hispo, 91.3 / ’A/.
s t u d e n ^ .  I -spotiigrit
W aters Like Wheat
/ am Part or Particle o f God. — Emerson
I walked silhouetted Watching the ocean scrape The sun-lit sandAnd children with body-boards, waiting For waves that come but never do.
I sttx)d still on the shoreline Drowning in summer beach trips And broken picture frames.
Then the shock of the F’acific Melted beneath my toes And he drifted with me Through waters like wheat fields That submit to mourning winds.To violent storms.
Like Olympic runners with stone legs. White-knuckled,The children gripped their boards.Let another wave soak them in And pass.
— Nathan Stuckey,.social .sciences .senior
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as well as being a forum for estab­lished jazz masters to perform,” said Lisa Woske, head of public af­fairs for C^ il Poly Arts. “The tour virtually provides a whole festival feeling in one showcase, and you don’t have to travel to Monterey to experience it.”C^ al Poly students who take advantage of the rush deal are in store for a completely unique per­formance, she siiid. Fans of jazz know that the beauty of the music lies in its impnn isational qualities.
As O rr  said .“ E xp ect the u n ex­
pected. A large parr o f  jazz is spon­
taneous cvMiiposition. rh e  iiuisi- 
ci.ms show .111 incredible am ount 
o f  artistry .iiul dedic.ition to their 
cr.ift. doing som ething different 
everv nm ht."
,  ^ Society ot
V  W om en Engineers,  ^
(Evening with Indiist^
When: Friday January 18,2008
Networking: 6pm 
Dinner: 7pm
Embassy Suites Hotel
Madonna Rd. San Luis Obispo 
$15 members 
$30 non-members
All majors welcome!
Companies especially need Math, Science, Business 
Come to 40-120 for more information and tickets
________swe.calpoly.edu________
Where;
Cost:
Win $50 scholarships with Campus Express Club
Campus Dining awarded 
10 scholarships worth $50  
each to Cam pus Express 
Club members last quarter 
The scholarship winners 
were Shelly Berger, Gemma 
A gu iar, Y vo n n e  Lynch, 
Andrew Tsui, Garrett Crocker, 
Adelaida Pitts, Peter Thai, 
Amanda Sarley, Justin Gragg 
and Laura Moniz.
“I am excited beyond 
belief,” Lynch said. “This is 
truly a blessing...”
To be eligible, members of 
the cam pus com m unity  
needed only to add value to 
th e ir  C a m p u s  E x p ress  
m em bersh ips . The first 
person to add after one of 10 
random times was awarded 
$50, added to their Campus 
Express Club membership.
C am p u s
EXPRESS
Club
The scholarship winners for 
winter quarter will be chosen 
from am ong those adding  
value to their m em bership  
during January, so add value 
before the end of the month 
for a chance to win.
Campus Express Club is 
Cal Poly’s premier value club 
and can be used through a 
P olyC ard  at any cam pus  
restaurant, ElCorral Bookstore, 
Pony Prints, Health Services 
and computer labs.
, Members of the Campus
to special benefits other than 
s c h o la rs h ip s , such as  
monthly Hot Deals and free 
stuff.
Money can be added to a 
C a m p u s  E x p ress  C lub  
membership at the Web site 
betow or by calling Customer 
Service at (805) 756-5939; 
mailing a check to Cal Poly 
Corporation, Campus Dining 
Customer Service, San Luis 
Obispo, Calif. 93407; or by 
visiting Customer Service in 
building 19, the Cal Poly 
C o rp o ra tio n  C a s h ie r in 
building 15 or at Express 
Stations in the library and 
restaurants  on cam pus.
E-mail Campus Dining with 
questions or suggestions at 
campusdining@calpoly.edu.
paid advertisement
Express Club also have access
w w w .calpolycorporation.org/express
Top 10 
Reasons 
to visit
Cafe' Cristiano
iO. It's just a few blocks from Cal Poly.
9. You'll enjoy modern inspiring music.
8. Have conversations with interesting people. 
7. Enjoy a cafe-like setting.
6. Sing and laugh and learn.
5 . Drink great coffee.
4. Watch clips of recent movies as part of the discussion.
3. Share your thoughts about God and Christ. 
2. Join with friends.
1. Worship the One who went to the cross to provide light and peace for those who seek Him.
Join us each Wednesday evening 
at 6:00 in the Zion Fellowship Hail, 
near the corner of Foothill and 
Santa Rosa.
A contemporary worship follows 
at 7:00 p.m.
For more information, visit www.2ionslo.com 
or call 543-8327
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght 
to  edit letters for grammar; profani­
ties and length. Letters, commentar­
ies and cartoons do not represent 
the views o f the Mustang Daily. 
Please limit length to  250 words. Let­
ters should include the writer’s full 
name, phone number. ma)or and class 
standing. Letters must come from a 
Cal Poly e-mail account D o not send 
letters as an attachment Rease send 
the text in the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail:
Letters to  the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Pbly,SLO.CA 93407
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes F>ride 
in publishing a daily newspaper for 
the Cal Poly campus arxJ the neigh­
boring community. W e  appreciate 
your readership and are thank­
ful for your careful reading. Rease 
send your correction suggestions to  
nHJStangdaily@sm all.com .
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum." Student editors have 
full authority to  make all content 
decisions without censorship or ad­
vance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news­
paper; however, the remioval o f more 
than one copy o f the paper per day 
IS subject to  a cost of 50 cents per 
issue.
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In 2008, i t ’s the economy, stupid’
Several weeks ago, I wrote an article explain­ing that the economy is in bad shape and how the Republican Rollyannas on the campaign trail and in the White House couldn’t see the consumer- led recession approaching the country.Unfortunately, 1 was wrong. The economic condition is far worse than I feared. In fact, I believe the economy is going to deteriorate so much in 2008 that it will be the No. 1 issue in the upcoming presidential elections, which says a lot considering the Iraqi quagmire still facing the country.The first major economic headwind Ameri­cans will face in 2008 is plummeting home val­ues.The real estate market is still reeling from the bursting housing bubble, which began in 2001 with prolonged periods of low interest rates cou­pled with poor enforcement of credit standards for mortgage applicants. In fact, there is still such an excess supply of homes that the CEO of Wells Fargo (the nation’s fifth-largest bank) said, "We have not seen a nationwide decline in housing like this since the Great Depression.”The suffering housing market is important be­cause it will send massive shock waves throughout the broader economy, resulting in growing unemployment and restrictions on credit access for millions of Americans in 2008.According to U.S. News and World Report, in economically criti­cal states, like Florida and California, approximately one in five jobs is housing-related. For example, the number of real-estate agents in Florida has increased by more than 40 percent since 2001, to 305,000; in Cali­fornia, there are more than 500,000 people working as realtors, juxtapose these high job numbers with the “Depression”-like housing market and it’s obvious that hundreds of thousands of these workers will have to be fired in 2008 — and that’s just on the sales (realtor) side. What about the construction, designing and planning sides of the real estate market? A scary thought indeed.in addition to growing national unemployment, which is estimated by some Wall Street firms to rise by 30 percent in 2008, the housing market burst will also put a stranglehold on consumer loans and credit, the life blood of our economy. Without credit, consumers will nearly be forced to stop spending altogether. For the last six years, Americans have been compensating for their stagnant wages by essentially using their appreci­ating homes as their own personal ATM (via home-equity loans) to fuel
by Patrick Molnar
...(th e econom y) will be the 
N o. 1 issue in the upcoming 
presidential elections, which 
says a lot considering the 
Iracp quagmire stiU feeing 
the country.
their consumption. According to The Interna­tional Business Times, at the height of the hous­ing bubble (winter 2005), Americans were able to extract $105.5 billion in home equity every quarter to fund their spending. The amount of credit now available to consumers in 2008 is al­ready 35 percent smaller than that available in 2005 and will only continue to shrink as home equity disappears.What’s worse is that Americans are now in­creasingly turning to credit cards to offset this loss of home-equity loans available to them. Government data shows that credit usage by Americans grew at a frightening 8.8 percent an­nual rate in the fall of 2007, which is 30 percent above the previous three months.The problem here is that credit cards charge ridiculously high interest rates (typically 15 per­cent). How much longer can U.S. consumers pile on this 15 percent interest rate debt before they collapse from the economic weight of it? The answer: not that much longer, as 1 have al------------------------------- ready begun to read that 401k withdrawals inthe past six months are reaching the highest lev­els seen.The point here is that Americans will tap every resource necessary to continue their standard of living, and without any form of serious gov­ernment assistance, the U.S. consumer will eventually be all tapped out.So what is the solution to all of this? Will the federal government intervene, fire up the economic printing press, bring back the days of easy credit and replace much of the lost capital from loan defaults? 1 can’t see how the government wouldn’t do this. 1 mean, last time 1 checked, it’s their job to prevent events like the ‘‘Great Depression.” Granted, this intervention would certainly spark infiation, but that inflation is “shock­ingly” due in large part to this current administration’s irrational energy policy, which revolves around oil, ethanol and more oil. (Just for the re­cord, I am in favor of ethanol, just as long as it is made of sugarcan», not corn.) However, looking at all the fundamental problems in employment and credit access, even if the government does intervene with a stimulus package, it won’t immediately fix the problem. Six-year bubbles of epic proportions don’t get fixed in 12 months time, no matter what politicians do.The economy is already on the fast track toward a serious downturn in 2008. Hold on, it’ll be a bumpy ride.
Patrick Molnar is a business Junior and a M ustang D aily liberal columnist.
LETTERS
T O  T H E  E D IT O R
Think about what the author is trying to tell youIn the past few days, we have seen and read the article ‘‘Why I Hate White People” by Janies Ro­man and the subsequent responses in “Letters to the Editor” here in the Mustang I>aily. I would have to say that Roman’s piece was, if taken at face value, utter garbage. What he says in no way represents white people and is a very disrespectful way of looking at things.In light of all this, I am very proud ofjacki DeMarchi and Derek Smith for standing up and announcing to the world that yes, they know how to read. That is a rare thing indeed in science majors these days, so congratulations to
you both. It’s a good start, but as I recall learning in my high school English classes, when reading an article or essay, it’s also important to understand the “author’s intent.” Whatever that means. I remem­ber reading things by these guys named Jonathan Swift and Voltaire who wrote stuff you had to “read between the lines” to understand. It was called something like “Satire,” or maybe “South Park”; one of the two. It’s pretty vague for me, being a fellow science major.However, I think it might be­hoove the readers of these articles to sit down and think about not just what the words are saying but what the author is trying to tell you. Maybe next time, you will stop to consider the possibility that a white guy isn’t a racist against his own ethnicity, but his inten­tions might just go beyond hateful “whitey”-bashing and ignorant
ranting.
Tim Wolf •
Physics junior
A stand against racism depends on the race?As recently as two months ago, a Cal Poly club member accidentally posted a picture that, unbeknownst to him, was offensive to a race. The incident led the club to formally apologize, participate in sensitivity meetings and suspend club meet­ings. The accidental racist mes.sage drew the intervention of ethnic studies professor and department chair Victor Valle and made ethnic studies professor jane Lehr “sur­prised and angry.” I cannot even imagine what the ethnic studies department would have done if the club had written an entire column on why they hated a race.Apparently nothing.Oh that’s right, James Roman is
a humorist and Smile and Nod is club that performs serious lectures. The fact is, it would be hypocrisy for Victor Valle and his department to not take greater action against James Roman than he did against Smile and Nod. If action is not taken, it would send the mes.sage that supports racism if the racism is not toward a minority, and a person can pick and choose when to defend a race depending on the race at hand. Is this the message that ethnic studies wants to send to its students? Should there be liberty and justice for some? I challenge any and all departments and clubs that represent justice and equality on behalf of a race or culture to use their leverage to punish James Ro­man for his hate crime or they can support bigotry.
Kevin Simonson
Finance and real property develop­
ment senior
You thought 'The Matrix'was cool, just wait 'till you check out our virtual newsroom tour at mustangdaily.net
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Will the real presidential 
candidate please stand up
(and Ron Paul, p lease sit down.)
I must admit that this whole presidential primary season is quite the headache. On one side of the aisle, we have a cluster fu#^ because the presumed victor had a campaign implosion ... thank you very much. Bill Clinton. On the other side you have alphabet soup of candidates and their positions. With the California primaries just around the corner, it might be helpful to evaluate the candidates. At least most of them ... as 1 see them. Muhahahaha!
P I  "The Right Way"_
 ^by inemt)ers Of th« CoUegt Reixiblu .ir
Hillary ClintonI have maintained that I have no problem with a woman as presi­dent. While her crying stunt showed the world that the ice queen is actually not a raging steroidal maniac bent on selling the few re­maining military secrets we have to the Chinese, it didn’t prove that she has an actual beating heart. On second thought, I am still waiting for a woman candidate. Hillary, lay off the steroids.
Barack ObamaQuite frankly, Obama scares me. I’m all for minorities, but he has “Hussein” in his name. I thought the Hussein mess was taken care of. All kidding aside though, as a candidate, we the people know very little about him. Yes, he is a fresh and engaging individual, but so are the tigers at the San Francisco Zoo.
John Edwards1 must admit that, as a Republican, 1 really like John Edwards. I always have thought that anyone who looks like a game show host and knows politics should be president. I just hope that John “Silky Pony” Edwards doesn’t end up with a hangnail while in office ... that would be a bad week in the White House. Besides, if it doesn’t work out for Edwards, he can always host “Extreme Makeover.”
Dennis Kucinich1 only mention him because he is like Ron Paul: short, big ears and has a snowball’s chance in hell at winning anything short of dog- catcher in Humboldt County. I’m also really confused by his slogan “Strength through peace.” What does that even mean? That instead o f going to war to fight terrorism, we should have instead invited Osama and his cronies over for a barbecue? Sigh.
Mike Huckabee1 don’t want to offend anyone (just kidding), but Huckabee is the Republican version of Howard Dean. Kudos for getting the endorse­ment of Chuck Norris, but nobody is going to vote for an extreme right-winger any more than they will for an extreme left-winger. Also, good call on pardoning hundreds of murders as governor of Arkansas.
Mitt Romney1 really have no problem with Romney. However, as a friend of mine brought up, “Do we really want a president named Mitt?” The only other contentions I hear from people and the media is that he is rich and Mormon. Religiously, he can’t do anything negative — even if he wanted to (which 1 doubt he does). As for being rich, more power to him. Sure, he might not relate to the common man, but the economy is key and he might know a thing or two about that. Besides, his Ken doll features will get more women involved in politics.
John McCainMcCain is old and short. While I have no problem with “little people,” 1 don’t think it sends the right message to the world com­munity. Personally, I disagree with his social and immigration poli­cies. But I’d feel comfortable voting for him because of his military background. My main concern with him, besides immigration, is his consensus leadership. As a senator, he has taken the middle ground on many issues and hasn’t really stood out as a leader but rather a group thinker.
Fred ThompsonIn the interest of disclosure, I should admit that Thompson is my man. He is the only true conservative in the race. The problem has been with his campaign, though. When he has been awake, his mes­sage has been inspiring and hopeful. But as soon as he announced his candidacy, polling numbers sank like a lead balloon. I’ll just have to cross my fingers.
Rudy Giuliani1 actually had the chance to meet him during the summer. 1 must admit that Rudy seems like a really nice guy. However, he is banking too much on the fact that he was the mayor of New York City when Sept. 11, 2001 happened. Sure, he was a great prosecutor lowering crime in NYC, but as mayor, NYC was a sanctuary city. I wonder what he is really going to do for the country. Leading a city is differ­ent than leading a country.
Ron PaulRon Paul is crazy. Fiscally, he is my kind of guy, but on all other issues I start to wonder what his drug of choice is. The only good thing about Paul is that he has brought an energy to the campaign that is quite refreshing. The sad truth o f it, though, is that the revolu­tion is not going to work. It actually failed before it began.
Side note: Why is it that all crazy conservative congressmen come from Texas, are short, balding, have big ears and high-pitched voic-
The Bottom LineYou as a voter have to decide which candidate has the values clos­est to your own for the primary, not who you think is most electable. Are the options great? No, but they are what we have. When push comes to shove in November, if you are a Republican, you will vote Republican. If you are a Democrat, you will vote Democrat. And if you happen to be somewhere in the middle, your hell is just begin­ning.
lart Nachreiner is an ai^riculture science senior, treasurer for the C al Poly 
College Republicans and a M ustang D aily conservative columnist.
have something to say?
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1 graduated from Cal Poly in ‘04 and this doesn’t suprise me a bit. Idiots like this were running wild, mind you, hand-in-hand with worthless professors. What is even more unsu­prising that he is a biology student. They are some the most ignorant, self-absorbed “enviros” that educa­tion has ever created. He probably wrote this column after about three or four joints in his campus dorm room because he was probably scared to move off campus, into the real world where somebody might disagree with him, or tell him to shut up. I was an agriculture major, and these people made me laugh, more than watching freshman trying to find their classes. He thinks he is God’s gift to saving the enviroment, because whatever he does or thinks should be written down and read around the world.This is a typical father-hke-son issue. I had two biol­ogy classes in my career at Cal Poly, that being two too many, and the bi­ology teachers are all the same. They know everything, they invented the wheel, and they are pissed off be­cause nobody takes them seriously, because in the end, the world will go on without biology. Sorry.
—  Nu:
Response to “W hy I hate u4iite people"
Dear readers, 1 think you are missing the point of James Roman’s article. He is writing about his contempt for the hypocrisy of some white, suburban, middle-class people he has been around. Stereotypes they may be, but perhaps there is a litde truth in what he says. Perhaps the people in the race, living style and income bracket do not have superior morals, are not as racially tolerant as they would like to be ... so what? Tell us something we don’t know. Every race, every class and everywhere, there are people that fit the bill. However, 1 must add that superior­ity is a form of insecurity at one point or another — if you don’t believe me, read the work of Alfred Adler.To add a joke — “What do you get when one white man hates another white? — A guilty con­science!!”
—  Robert
Response to “W hy I hate white people"
This article is absolutely despicable.It is a disgrace that this was even put onto the Internet. And I’ll bet this punk knows nothing of our founding fathers. This kid should be suspended fiom Cal Poly for this kind of talk.
—  Paul Bunyan
Response to “H h y  I hate u4tite people"
The most disturbing thing is that he’s a junior, and can’t write a co­herent article. Could it be that Cal Poly is just a glorified high school?
—  M ike
Response to “ID iy I hate white people"
I used to think child molesters and murderers were the worst people in the world ... now it’s just you. buddy. You should be tried for treason, and if not. at least banished fn>m this great country forever. I feel bad for your paamts most of all. I can’t imagine the shame and humiliation they’re experiencing.
—  Travis
Response to “H4iy I hate white people"
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Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
Girls & Sports by Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein
r
T
AN ALIEN COMES TO TOWN 
TO STUDY FEMALE EAKTHLlNfiS.
WHEN «RLS DON’T  WANT 
TO TALK TO YOU ANYMORE, 
THEY DON'T TELL YOU
INSTEAD, THEY MAKE UP 
EXCUSES LIKE T ’M fiOINfil TO 
THE BATHROOM." OR " I  NEED 
TO FIND MY FRIENDS," OR “I  
HAVE TO 6IET UP EARLY".
V ...O R  "I'M  fiiOINfi 
TO A DIFFERENT 
BAR," OR "I'M  
HITTINfi THE DANCE 
FLOOR," OR " I  
NEED TÔ LET MY 
DOfi OUT." O R ...
I ’M
<;k)nna
NEED
ANOTHER
NOTEPAD
Last Ditch Effort by John Kroes
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Sl)f J3ork S;imc0C rossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 1205
Across
I Gad about 
5 Donahue of
“Father Knows 
Best"
II One learning the 
ropes
14 Disney
15 Reason out
16 Soccer tan s cry
17 Source of rump 
roast
19 Messenger
20 1977 double­
platinum Steely 
Dan album
21 Bygone Mideast
grp
22 PM between 
Pearson and 
Clark
24 Charity event, 
maybe
26 Shared taxi
27 Blockbuster 
offering
29 Panama and 
others
32 Hard-hearted
3 5_McAn shoes
37 Came out with
38 Sweetums
39 Speed-read
42 “Cimarron” 
studio, 1931
43 Children’s tune 
starter
45 “The Seduction 
of Joe Tynan " 
star, 1979
46 Can t deal with
48 Like some oaths 
or vows
50 Ready to pour
52 "I am six. I am a 
city child I live 
at the Plaza" 
speaker
54 Sports spots
58 Biopsy, e g.
60 Purpose
61 Assayer's stuff
62 “The Simpsons” 
storekeeper
ANSW ER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
s H A R P ■ C A V E 0 P A T
E A G E R 1A L E R 0 0 L E
C L 0 S E F R 1 E N D P A M
N E V E R G R U M P
0 B T U S E Z E A L 0 T
J U L E P S D H A R M A
0 T 0 E S H 0 0 P S R B 1
K 1 S S c A R B S T B A R
Y E S F 0 L 1 0 M A R L A
0 L 1 V E S S A T E E N
E R M 1 N E M A C A W S
M 1 T Zj 1 0 H A R A
E L 0 C 0 M 1 C A B B 0 T T
N E B K N A C K 1 R E T R 0
D Y E Y A N K S1E A T U P
63 Worrisome 
economic 
condition
66 lnput-|ack label
67 Regarding this 
point, in legalese
68 “Happy 
Motoring” 
sloganeer
69 Golf's Se Ri
70 Unpaid debt
71 This puzzle’s 
theme
Down
1 Dry out, in a way
2 Mystical board
3 Ricardo playei
4 Chic, 60s-style
5 Shevardnadze of 
Georgia
6 King of tragedy
7 Bargain bin abbr
8 Capone 
colleague
9 Paycheck 
fattener
10 Summer TV fare
11 "Surrglasses at 
Night" singer, 
1984
12 Limb bone
13 Steady
18 Shows
cowardice
23 Police dept, figs
25 N.Y.C.’s ___of
the Americas
26 Court anonym
28 Footnote abbr
30 Love of the 
Beach Boys
31 Wedding 
exchange
32 Cartoonist 
Addams
r 1.^ 1r
P u n !* by Allan E. Pariiah
33  ______ -call
(automated
solicitation)
34 John Candy title 
role
36 Son of Judah
40 Coffee holder
41 Teachings of 
Buddha
44 Shoulder 
muscle, briefly
47 Take off on
49 One of the 
Mitchells in an 
old UPN sitcom
51 Custom-create
53 Fab Four name
55 Click or clack
56 Cropped up
57 Toledo title
58 Desktop 
accessory
59 Capital of 
Samoa
60 Aqua Velva 
alternative
64 “Hmm, no 
fooling!”
65 Former 
televangelist 
Haggard
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today’s puzzle and more than 2,(XX) 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39,95 a year). 
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
lEL'EEEin•  i/
Submit a photo, 
news tip 
awriteablog.
WWW popculUirecomics com O Doug Bratton 2008
Before he started choking them to death, Lord 
Vader would give his oiTiccrs ‘‘force wedgies.'’
su IdoIku
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C o m p le te  th e  grid  so th a t every row, co lum n and 3x3 box 
contains every d ig it from  1 to  9 inclusively.
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8 7
9
2 ' 3
6 9 4 7
1
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8
5
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8 I
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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continued from page 12
^Gladiator
*  Paintball Paríf
Back To School Special 
2 fo r 1 Admission
. • C02 
• Compìessed Air 
Private Parties 
• Rentals
A Great Place to Bust Your Balls!
Sat & Sun 7:30-5pm 
805-602-8629 4
H  at CuZ ^
-  to the^^'ntbatiPark
www.gladiatorpaintballpark.com
Earn $100-$200/shift. No expenence necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve. 
classes Job placement pt. time/tull time openings, limited seating, call teday!
1-800-859-4109 www.liapteiulusa.la
M ustang  D ailySports 11
the name of winning a cool $100 or message-board bragging rights from a mi.\-and-match, hodgepodge hustle of a computerized swap meet.C')f course, there have always been tliose who put too much stock in sta­tistics: people who will argue Lynn Swann shouldn’t be in the Pro Football Hall of Fame because he didn’t catch 350 passes, or Joe Namath was overrated because he threw more interceptions than touchdowns during an era when receivers were allowed to be maimed.But this fictitious folly has descended matters to an entirely new, distorted basin of thinking.Jon Kitna passed for more yards this season than Peyton Manning. Ear­nest Ciraham rushed for more touchdowns than Brian Westbrook and Willie Parker combined. Bobby Engrain finished with more receiving yards than Steve Smith.Surely none of the former hot commodities are better players than their latter counterparts, but it’s a safe bet that somewhere a fantasy geek is arguing such.It’s also likely this hallucinatory obsession has fed into the flavor-of-the- month grinder exalting flashes-in-the-pan but blindfolding the masses to a Fred Taylor, for example, a consistently great player over the past decade, albeit one who was never voted intt) the Pro Bowl, perhaps because he was never a fantasy godsend.Yet the most vomitory consequence of this counterieit craze is when jets fans draft Brady, Bears fans draft Brett Favre or Kaiders fans draft La! )ainian Tomlinson.This auctioning of loyalty to real-life teams of choice, and the childhood illure that drew an interest to begin with, cheapens the very game they love in favor of a pretended one.Sure, it can be a fun indulgence on the side.just don’t live in a fantasy world.
Ilonovan Aird is (he Mustang Daily sports editor and a journalism junior.
s p o r ts  STUMPER
Q: How many times in NFL history has a team won all of its 
games in the regular season only to lose in the league 
championship game?
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Steroids
continued from page 12
ball said they didn’t have a problem with greenies.”One of Mitchell’s recommenda­tions was that baseball needs an in­dependent agency to handle drug testing, and the data about ADI) drugs supports that,Wadler said.“This demands an explanation. There’s something fundamentally wrong them going from 28 to 103,” Wadler said. “If we had this percentage increase in the general population. It would be on the eve­ning news as a national epidemic. It’s an outrageous number.”Overall, though, Selig and Fehr found a far friendlier audi­ence than they did on March 17, 2005, when they were chastised and grilled by the same com­mittee for a lax steroids program. That 11 -hour hearing is best re­membered for Mark McGwire’s infamous and oft-repeated phrase.
“I’m not here to talk about the past,’’and Rafael Palmeiro’s finger- wagging denial of steroid use only months before failing a drug test.“I’m proud of the progress we’ve made. 1 never delude my­self, because I know there’s always more work to be done,” Selig said after Tuesday’s hearing. “But when you think of where we were three years ago to where we are ... I ap­preciated the response from them today.”In the aftermath of the 2005 hearing, baseball and the union agreed to toughen their drug policy, including harsher penalties, more testing and a ban on amphet­amines.
M ustanc: 13aily
CORRECTIONS
The M listing I )aily suti takes pride 
in publishing a daily newspaper for the 
C^ al Poly campus and the neighhormg 
coinmnnity. We appariate yonr a-ader- 
ship and aa‘ tliankliil for yonr caaful 
a*adiiig. Please send yonr coraa tion sng- 
gestioas to nnistmgdaily(u gmail.com.
• In Monilay.jan. 14’s sports section, the 
Mnsting 1 )aily accidentally inverted the 
score of C'al Poly’s dnal wresding meet 
against Boise Stite in a header. The actu­
al score was 26-5 in favor of Boise State, 
not C^ al Poly, as was inadvertendy writ­
ten. We apologize for the mistake.
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2 LOCATIONS
p
791 Foothill 
7121 Broad S t
OPEN LATE
Foothill Flours 
Sun-W ed 7am~2anri 
Th-S at 7a m -3am
Nachos with Chickon, ^
Beef or Pork A  Soda
Nachos l»d o 3e s : Beans, Cheese,^. >imroJJiiiwfCtnroile
flan!
" Mucho Grande Burrito 
(Chicken# Beef, Pork) Bt Soda
Burrito incHides: Rice, Beans, Cheese, 
Cilantro, Onions, Pico de Gallo, 
Isa, Sour Cream & Guacamole.
i Foothill Location
I .Now open for 
Breakfast!
I Bikik^ast Bunito 
with e g ^ , rice, 
i beans, cneese,&.
I  sowceeam
& coffee!
Served All Day from 7am
After studying. Before studying. 
While studying. Forget studying.
Pick 3 appetizers for 0.99
with purchase of 2  beverages.
Sunday -  Thursday 
10 pm -  5 am
o e n n y ï
Valid only at; 208 Madonna Rd. 
San Luis Obispo. CA 
805-5A3-3138
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HELP WANTED
Harn CA$H tor Opinions. Paid Focus Groups coming soon to your area. Register online at: http:// www.q-in- sights.com/ respondent.html We currently have groups for apartment, condo, or house renters between the age of 18-64 years old. Interested? Please Call (800) 884-3102
Place your ad today! Visit 
W W W .mustangdaily.net/ classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Arbonne International Do you want to earn extra money, set your own hours while owning your OWN business? Sign up and get started for only $29. Check out the website www.ar- bonne.com, then call me to get you signed up and get your business going. 805-286-2436, lueraposse@ hughes.net Consultant ID 16957158
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Heart of Christianity join a book study of Marcus Borg's book that sees Christianity as a dynamic relationship with God rather than a religion of rules and propositions. Get the book “Heart of Christianity” at El Corral or at the study: Thursdays all quarter from 11:10-noon, Building 52 Room E46. Led by Lutheran Campus Ministry. 542-0260
HOUSING
Free List of all Houses and Condos Lor Sale in SLO. Call Nelson Real Estate 546-1990 OR email steveCa slohomes.com
SUOL I OUTS!Free every Thursday! 
Sithmit hy Tuesday
Mustang Daily Classifieds Online and in print! wn w.mustangdaily.nety classifiedsPlace your ad today!
LOST AND FOUND
I.OST Monthly Planner - Reward - black /ippered planner w7 address hook lost on campus Dee 2007 finals. $100 reward. (775) 287-4896
LOST Purse left at Campus Market. Please call lanelle at (805)234-3830
Lost something?Place your ad today! Call (805) 756-1143 or visit our website!
m u stan g d a ily .n et
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Cal Poly’s 
record last sea­
son on the way 
to a Southern 
California Rugby 
Football Union 
championship
5 0 6
The Mustangs' 
scoring total last 
year. 142 points 
more than UC 
Santa Barbara, 
the SCRFU’s 
second-highest 
scorer
MUSTANG DAILY
Rugby club 
team scrums 
for third 
straight title
D ustin  Stone
MUSTANti DAILY
Members of the C"al Poly rugby club team are chomping at the bit for their first taste of league play this weekend against UCLA.The Mustangs begin the 2008 season looking to maintain their dominance of the Southern California Rugby Football Union (SCR- FU) by walking away with their third consecutive league champion­ship.“We’re really strong pretty much all over the field,” said Cabe Escalera, Cal Poly rugby president.He added that the Mustangs, who lost three starters from the past season, should field a “pretty dynamic” team.“O ur backs are pretty agile, and we’re pretty strong in the forwards,” Escalera said.UCXA poses a physical challenge, he added.“They’re a pretty good team,” Escalera said.“They gave us a good test last year, and I don’t think they’ve lost too many players from then. 1 think their back three — their wings and fullback — are pretty fast.They might try to test us with those two players.”Cal Poly is coming otT of a successful preseason campaign in which it went .5-2, and totes an impres­sive league record of 15-1 over the course of its past two,championship seasons.In 2007, the Mustangs went 8-1, outscoring their opponents 506 to 119. Both outputs were SCdLFU highs.In their final preseason outing of this year, the Mustangs built on their past defensive success by not surrendering a single point to the San Francisco Ciolden Gate Under-23 men’s club, winning 27-0.Wing Joe Malm paced Cal Poly with three scores in the first half alone.Lock Kurt Puder and wing Trenton Yackzan provided the rest of the offense in the rout.Ultimately, the goal for the seventh-ranked Mustangs, however, is the coveted national championship, which has remained just out of their reach since their first national tournament appearance in 2001.C'al Poly's best showing in the tournament came m 2004, when it reached the final game after knocking the defending champion. Air Force, out of the final four.After a grueling 80 minutes of play against C'al, the Mustangs nar­rowly* missed their first championship and were forced to settle for second place.As the reigning league champion, C'al Poly’s path to another repeat won’t be easy.“That’s the w.iy it is every year,” Escalera said.“ It’s typically between us and (UC') Santa Barbara for the league title.”UC' Santa Barbara finished in third place at 7-2 a year ago, behind
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COURTESY PHOTOSThe Poly rugby club, which lost three starters from its league-title 
squad last year, has gone 15-1 over the past two seasons.Above, the Mustangs vie with UC Santa Barbara on Dec. 23.
San Diego State, which compiled an 8-1 mark.San Diego State, in addition to the Ciauchos, could present itself as a league threat, Escalera explained.“They’re a really good all-around team this year,” he said of the Aztecs, who handed the Mustangs their only league loss a season ago. “Their six, seven and eight (positions) are really good.”The season opener will take place at 1 p.m. Saturday at the fields of the C'al Poly Rec C'enter.
Congress throws heat at Bud Selig and Donald Fehr
Howard Fendrich
a sm h :ia te d  p k e ss
WASHINGTCTN (AP) — Tak­ing on baseball’s steroids problem once again. Congress kept the fin- ger-pomting and tough question­ing to a minimum. Maybe that’s because the people under the most scrutiny this time — Miguel Tejada, Barry Bonds, Roger Clemens — were nowhere to be seen.C'ommissioner Bud Selig and union leader Donald Fehr accepted responsibility for the sport’s drug boom and the author of the Mitch­
ell Report defended his findings m the same wood-paneled House hearing room that hosted a far lon­ger and far more contentious ses­sion in March 2(M)5.It didn’t take long for the focus to shift to players Tuesday.The hearing opened with word that C'ongress wants Tejada, the 2(M)2 AL MVP, investigated for ly­ing to federal authorities. The first witness, former Senate majority leader George Mitchell, testified he believes a former trainer’s alle­gations that he injected seven-time Cy Young Award winner Clemens
with steroids and human growth hormone. And Selig told lawmak­ers that Bonds’ San Francisco Ch­ants should have reported concerns about the home run king’s personal trainer.The 4-hour, 15-minute session before the House Oversight and Ciovernment Reform Committee also exposed what might be the latest drugs abused by the sport’s stars: Ritalin and Adderall, stimu­lants better known as treatments for hyperactive kids. According to data provided to the committee by MLB and the union, a copy of
which was obtained by The Associ­ated Press, there were 35 “Thera­peutic Use Exemptions” for drugs in 2(M)6, of which 28 were for ADD and ADHD medications. In 2007, the exemptions skyrocketed to 111, of which 103 were for ADD and ADHD.“It seems to be a little bit odd, said Dr. Ciary Wadler, chairman of the committee that determines the World Anti-Doping Agency’s banned-substances list. “I’m the guy who made the issue three years ago about amphetamines, and base-
see Steroids, page 11
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Keep your 
fantasy to 
yourself
Donovan Aird
ON FANTASY FOOTBALL
So the football nation is in the midst of the playoffs. Well, most of it, anyway.Some people may be stuck in the past, when the other playoffs — the fanta.sy football playoffs — happened a few weeks ago.Symptoms of this keyboard- locked affliction continue to be ex­hibited: gleefully counting winnings or cursing statistical outcomes, brag­ging about fifth-round gems no one else believed in, compulsively check­ing the waiver wire, and so on.“YES!” they shout right in the middle of an actual game, not in respcTnse to anything physically tak­ing place in the realm of reality, but for numbers about to run through a calcularor.“! have him on my fantasy team!”These days, before the start of the NFL season — the existing NFL sea­son, that is — iiKTre fantasy football magazines can be found in book­stores than magazines devoted to simply analyzing the tangible season.T’nis plague of phantasm has even infiltrated TV venues for analysis of the genuine article; fantasy “experts” are paid to proclaim to the audience “sleepers” and players to pick up or bench that particular week.Some of the loudest talking heads paid to dissect the impact of play­ers’ injuries nowadays are these pig­skin-inclined mathematicians who are perfectly happy discussing how Thomas Jones’ ding will affect his fanta.sy outlook rather than the Jets’ playoff hopes.So infectious now is this chime­rical shenanigan, that it is beginning to supplant discourse about the au­thentic season at the proverbial water cooler.Is the real thing so boring to some fans — and there are wonderful fans of the real thing who entertain fanta­sy — that they feel the need to build, and zombily participate in, such in­tricate systems of equations?What has resulted is an annual tarnishing and squandering of the true NFL season.O f all that time spent fawning over figments of the imagination, how much could’ve been spent ap­preciating the game itself or debating its all-time great teams and players, and which of the current crop be­long among them?Tom Brady or Joe Montana? (Yes, it is an increasingly legitimate question.) Would a Vince Lombardi- helmed current incarnation of the Patriots do better or worse than Bill Belichick’s? Just how good could Adrian Peterson be?The possibilities are endless.And they’re certainly more grounded in reality than Matt Has- selbeck teaming up with Antonio Gates and the Texans defense, all in
see Fantasy, page 11
